
Name:                                                                            Symptoms and Diagnostics 

Dreams Indicate Blockages:                                                Meaning Match 

fighting, chased Enemies among men or Jinn or both  

Padlocks, chains, imprisoned, stuck One or many aspects of the victims life is blocked  

Snakes- 11 or more knots, ropes, strings, hair, One or many aspects of the victims life is blocked  

Ocean, river, pond, drowning, swimming, cannot get 
to shore, fish 

One or many aspects of the victims life is blocked. Fish indicates 
Sihr tied to the fish or Sihr has been fed to the fish 

 

Hole,  wells, bridges One or many aspects of the victims life is blocked/deep problems  

Excrement, urine, dirty water Effect on business, money, wealth/bad personality of the patient  

Babies, child/children, cloths Evil enveloping the victim, cloth was used for Sihr  

Blockages not Indicated in Dreams:                                  Meaning  

Documents, magician took some papers/handwriting 
of the person 

Block documents like passports, job applications, any official doc, 
studies, exams, reading & writing,  

 

Marriage:   cannot get married 
If married: Anger, dislikes, was’wasa against each 
other, arguing/fighting over small issues  

Wife’s legs doesn’t open becomes solid, impotency, 
difficulty/painful sex, premature ejaculation, sterility, disobedient 
children, children born with illness,  

 

Dreams Indicating unusual Illness/mental state:                                                Meaning Match 

Cemetery, death, graves, burials, dead people Apathy, weakness, depression, sleeping long hours, lethargic,  
thought of death, paralysis/numbness of any part of the body, 
dead personality, Sihr buried in the grave 

 

Ash/earth taken from crematory Sadness, anxiety, tightness of chest, breathless, heart palpitation  

Dead animals Disgusting diseases, degradation, people see victim as repulsive   

Fire, ember, smoke Heat, anger, irritation, nervousness,  

Voodoo doll, dolls in general  Pain in the body depending on the intention of the magician  

Blood, cupping Blood related disease, abnormal health problems  

Menstrual blood/sperm Sterility, pain in ovaries or womb/ Sihr al Muhabba, high sex drive  

Donkey Stupid, stubborn, lack of understanding  

Mad people Loss of mental faculties  

Sacrifice, meat, sacrifice done to the chief Jinn  Soul been captured, personality erased  

Chilli, peppers, hot spicy food Burning sensation, nervousness, on edge, anger  

Dreaming of eating/drinking,  Pain, excess gas, blotted, intestines, tight throat when eating    

High place: tree, building tops, mountain tops, flying, 
feeling of free fall, to block mental faculties  

Magic hung on high place. Effects: absent minded, day dreaming, 
Difficulty thinking, deciding, loss/low confidence, low memory 

 

Dreams Indicating Sihr by Touch:                                  Meaning Match 

Shoes, earth, steps, travel: cars, aeroplane, walking, 
Skin diseases  etc. physical contact with sihr 

Diseases of the legs/feet or pain numbness of the legs, skin 
disease, burning sensation, hair loss 

 

General Dreams:                                                                 Meaning Match 

Dogs, cats, rodents / lions, tigers etc Slave Jinns assigned to the victim / powerful Jinns  

Crow/crows around the house Jinns following the victim  

Insects, termites, ants Army or many  Jinns  

Statues, masked/hooded people Witchcraft done by group rituals ( luciferian type sihr)  

General Effects not Related to Dreams:                                                               Meaning Match 

Sihr Muhabba, mad about a particular person Victim will be fed sweet/ garment with victims sweat will be used  

Photo:  Intention to isolate patent from people 
especially when its related to marriage, work, etc 

Sees ugly, dark, deformed face in the mirror, dislike of seeing 
oneself in the mirror 

 

Stolen, missing cloths or part of clothing cut, burnt Cloth item is used for what the Sahir intended (general purpose)  

Stolen, missing or part of the underwear is cut, burnt High sex drive, impotency, abnormality in the sex organs, burning  

Sleep paralysis/patient is semi-conscious, will 
remember the  experience  vividly when awake 

Patent feels heavy weight on them, cannot talk or move, patient 
sometimes feels sexually abused. 

 

Feeling of presence around the person/house Feeling cold/Goosebumps, sudden cold/heat flush, noises etc  

Salan: Sahir sits under a tree/graveyard naked & 
ritually impure at midnight the night before the new 
moon appears, recites the kufr Mantra  

This is to kill or cause maximum harm to the victim such as break 
up of entire family, madness etc. This is also done if the Sahir has 
no access to the victim.  

 

Comments: 



 

 

 

 

Hijamah: Please indicate the places: 

                               

 

 


